refinement V with Pi-open sets which cover X and V is P2-locally finite, i.e. for each point x, there is a iV°P en neighbourhood U of x intersecting at most finitely many elements of V.
A point x in X will be called an (i, j)-£-closure point of a subset S of X iff S fl U ^ 4> for any (¿,j)-regular open set U containing x, where i,j = 1,2 and i j. The set of all (¿, j)-<5-closure points of S is called (¿, j)-i-closure of S and it is denoted by (¿, j)-6-cl(S) . A subset S of X is called
(i,j)-6-closed if S = (¿, j)-S-c\(S).
A point x in X will be called an (i, j)-6-interior point of a subset S of X iff there exists a (i, j)-regular open set U containing x and contained in S. The set of all (i, ^-¿-interior points of S is called (i,
j)-£-interior of 5 and it is denoted by (i, j)-S-'mt(S). A subset S of X is called (i, j)-6-open iff S = (i,j)-6-'mt(S).
Let S be a subset of X, U is a (i, ^-¿-neighbourhood of S which intersects S, if there exists a («, j)-<5-open subset V of X such that V C U and V n S ^ <j>.
The family of all (i,j)-6-open [(¿, j)-<5-closed] and (i,j)-regular open [(¿,j)-regular closed] sets of X are denoted by (i,j)-6-0(X)[(i,j)-6-C(X)] and (iJ)-RO(X) [(i,j)-RC(X)],
respectively, [1], The net {XA)A^I is (1,2)-<5-convergent to XQ, if for each (1,2)-regular open set U containing £0, there exists aao G / such that a>ao=^x a £U.
The concept of almost continuous functions between topological spaces were first introduced and studied by Singal and Singal [17] . The same idea was further developed by many authors, e.g., we refer to the papers of Noiri [9] , Herrington [5] and Long and Carnahan [5] . Also, there has appeared a large number of papers which deal with almost continuous functions in relation to other types of functions. The notion of almost continuous multifunctions was introduced and investigated by Popa [11, 13, 15] , in which he generalized the definition and properties of almost continuous functions by introducing the notion of upper and lower almost continuous multifunctions. Boshe and Sinha [3] extended the idea of almost continuous single-valuedfunctions to bitopological space. Mukherjee and Ganguly [10] also extended the idea of almost continuous multifunctions to bitopological space.
A multifunction F of a set X into Y is a correspondence such that F(x) is a nonempty subset of Y, for each x G X, that is it is a function F : X P(Y) \ {4>}, where P(Y) is the power set of Y. We will denote such a multifunction by F : X Y. For a multifunction F, the upper and lower inverse of a set B of Y will be denoted by F + (B) and 
Proof. We denote the subnet {xn^py^py^j by {zp\py)eJ. On the other hand for any (/?*,F*) £ J, (/3,V) F(xo) . By the hypothesis, there exists a subnet (zp)pej of (xa)aei and a net (yp)p£j in Y so that (yp)pej is (1,2)-£-convergent to y and yp £ F(zp). This implies that y £ (1,2)-<$-cl(F(A)) and so
Then we have xo e Pi-cl(M) C P1-cl(P+(P(M))). From (4), we obtain x0
). This contradicts with F(x0) C (l,2)-<5-cl(P(M)) and shows that (1) is true. THEOREM 2.2. Let (X, P\,Pi) and (Y, QI, Q2) be bitopological spaces.
For any multifunction F : X ->• Y the following statements are equivalent:
(1) F is P\Q\-l.a.c.w.r.t 
. Q2.
(2) For each x £ X and for each (1,2) -6-neighbourhood V which intersects F(x), F~ (V) is a P\-neighbourhood of x.
(3) For each x £ X and for each (1,2) -
is a P\-closed subset ofX. 
(2) (3): Let x G X and V C Y be a (1,2) -¿-neighbourhood V which intersects F{x). According to the hypothesis, U = F~(V) is a P\-neighbourhood of x and F(z) fl V ^ <f>, for each z £ U.
(3) (4):
By the hypothesis, there exists a U G Pi(x) such that U C P~(C). On the other hand since x G Pi-cl(A), we have U fl A ^ 4>. So there exists a point z in X such that z G U fl A. Therefore we obtain F(z) C\G ^ <f> and F(z) C F(A). Finally, we have F(A) ilG^, which implies y G (1,2)-6-cl(F(A)). Since y G P(Pi-cl(A)) is arbitrary, we get F(Pi-cl(A)) C (1,2)-5-cl(P(A)).
(4) =• (5): Let B be any subset of Y. So we have F+(B) C I. By (4), we obtain P(P r cl(P + (P))) C (1,2)-S-ci(F(F + (B))) C (l,2)-<5-cl(P). Then we have P 1 -cl(P+(5)) C P+((l,2)-<5-cl(P(P+(P)))) C P + ((l,2))-<5-cl(P)).
(5) => (6): Let B be any (1,2)-<5-closed subset of Y, so B = (1,2)-6-c\(B). According to the hypothesis,
Thus F + (B) is Pi-closed subset of X. Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 generalize Theorems 4,5 in [15] . P\) PiQi-u.a.c.w.r.t. Q2. is relatively PiQi-u.s.c.w.r.t. Q2 at x iff given a V G Q\ with F(x) C V, the set F + (V) is an open set in the subspace (
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-• (Y, Qi) open then F isProof. Suppose that F is PiQi-u.w.c.w.r.t. Q2 at x G X. Then for any Qi-open subset V of Y with F(x) C V, there is a Pi-open set U containing x of X such that F(U) C Q2-cl(V). As F is PXQX-open, F(U) is Qi-open, which implies F(U) C Qi-mt(Q2-cl(V)(x) C U{ G ?/ I V € F ( x )} C I V e F(x)} C \J{Q2-d(Vy) \ y G F(x)}. If we set G = \j{Gy \ y G P(*)}, then Q2-c\{G) = U{<Q2-C1(GJ,) | y G P(z)}, so F{x) C G C Q2-d(G) C V. Since F is PiQi-u.w.c.w.r.t. Q2 at x, there is a Pj-open set U containing x such that F(U) C Q%-cl(F) C V. Then x G U C F+(V). So F+(V) is Pi-open set in XP + (Qi-int(Q2-cl(F))), (-Pl)F+(Qi-int(Q2-cl(VO))) [4]- THEOREM 3.6. If F : (X,Px) (y,Qi) is u.
s.c., then F : (X,P1,P2) -> (Y,QI,Q2) is relatively PIQI-u.s.c.w.r.t. Q2.

Proof. Let x G X, V € Qi with F(x) C V and F : (X,Pa)
(Y,Qa) be a u.s.c. Then F+(V) G Pi-Since F+{V) C P + (Qi-int(Q2-cl(V))) and F+ (V) n P+(Qi-int(g2-cl(F))) = F+ (V) . F+ (V) is an open set in the subspace F + (Qi-int(Q2-cl(F))). So F is relatively PiQi-u.s.c.w.r.t. Q2. This part of the theorem is clear. O) Let V G Qi. Since F is relatively then F+(V) is an open set in the subspace F + (Qi-int(Q2-cl (V r 
s.c iff F : (X,P\,P2) -• (Y,QI,Q2) is relatively
))). So we have WC\F + (Q\-int(Q2-cl(F))) = F + (V), where W is Pi-open set in X.
To prove the openness of F+ (V) 
Since F is PiQi-u.a.c.w.r.t. Q2 at x there exists an Pi-open set U in X containing x such that F(U) C Qi-int ((52-cl(V) ). Since x G W and W is Pi-open set in X, we may assume that U C W. It now follows that x G U C W n P+(Qi-int(Q2-cl(y))) = F+ (V) . This shows that F+ (V) is Pi-open in X. Consequently F : (X, Pi) ->• (Y,Qi) is u.s.c.. 
is 
.t. Q 2 then the multifunction F : (X,Pi) -»• (Y,Q 1) is u.s.c.
Proof. Let V be a given Qi-open set in Y. By the first hypothesis, we have F+(V) C Pi-Int(P+(<5i-int(g 2 -cl(F))) [10, Theorem 2.8]. By the interior condition, we have Pi-Int(F + (Q 1 -int(Q 2 -cl(V))) C F + (V) . Hence we have Pi-Int(P+(Qi-int(Q 2 -cl(F))) = F+ (V) . Therefore we obtain Int(P+(^)) = Pi-Int(Pi-Int(P+(Q 1 -int(Q 2 -cl(F))) = Pi-Int(P+(Qi-int (g 2 -cl(F))) = F+ (V) . So F+ (V) is Pi-open in X. This shows that F : (X,Pi)^(F,Qi)is u.s.c. THEOREM 3.11. Let (X, Pi,P 2 ) be a bitopological space and (F, <2I> $2) be a pairwise normal bitopological space. If for each pair of different points x\,x 2 in X, there is a multifunction F : X Y which has the following properties:
( P2Q2-u.a.c.w.r.t. Q1 at x2 and (4) F(x 1) D F(x2) = <j>, then (X, Pi, P 2 ) is a pairwise Hausdorff space.
Proof. Let xi,x 2 be different points in X. By the hypothesis, for these points, there is a multifunction F such that F(xi) is Q 2 -closed, F(x 2 ) is Qi-Closed and F(x 1) fl F(x 2 ) = <j>. Since (Y,Qi,Q 2 ) is pairwise normal, there are two sets Fi € Qi, V 2 G Q 2 such that F(x 1) C Vi, P(a;i) C V 2 and V\ 0 V 2 = <j). So we have ¿i-int(Q 2 -cl(Vi)) D <5 2 -int(gi-cl(F 2 ) = cf>, which implies <5 2 -cl(Fi) n <5 2 -int(<5i-cl(F 2 ) = <t>-Since F is PiQ^u.w.c.w.r.t. Q 2 at x\ and F is PiQi-u.a.c.w.r.t. Q2 at a; 2 , there are sets XJ\ G Pi(a:i) and by,
Qi.
Almost continuous multifunction 519
The latter means that is X is a pairwise Hausdorff space. THEOREM 3.12. Let (X, Pi,P 2 ) and (Y,Qi,Q 2 ) be bitopological spaces. Q 1) point-open then F is P\Q\-l.s.c.
If multifunction F : X ->• Y is
is relatively .
Proof. Let iGl/G Qi with F(x)NV ± <f> and F : (X, i\) (7, Qi) be a l.s.c. Then F~(V) G Pi-Since F~(V) C P-(<2i-int(Q 2 -cl(F))) and F- (V) n P-(Qi-int(g 2 -cl(y))) = F~ (V) , F~ (V) is an open set in the subspace P~(Qi-int(Q 2 -cl(F))). So F is relatively PiQi-l.s.c.w.r.t. Q 2 . (Y, Qi, Q 2 ) is relatively This part of the theorem is clear; (<<=) Let V G Q1. Since F is relatively F~(V) is an open set in the subspace P~(Qi-int(Q 2 -cl(F))). So we have has Pi Qi-lower interior condition with respect to Q 2 (briefly P1Q1-I.i.e.w.r.t. Proof. Let V be a given Qi-open set in Y. By the first hypothesis, we have F~(V) C Pi-Int(P-(Qi-int(Q2-cl(F))) [10, Theorem 2.6]. By the interior condition, we have P1-Int(F-(Qi-int(Q2-cl(V r ))) C F~ (V) . Hence we have Pi-Int(JF-(Q1-int(Q2-cl(F))) = F' (V) . Therefore we obtain Pi-Int(P~ (F) Proof. By the previous theorem, the proof is clear. is a Pi) is compact, then Y is Qx-H-closed with respect to Q 2 .
Some properties of the almost continuous multifunctions
Above theorems generalize Theorems 1, 2 in [15] . PI, P2) (X x Y, PI x Qi, P 2 x Q 2 ) be a graph-multifunction defined by Fg(X) = {x}XF(x) ofF. Then F is 
